### NON-FICTION

**VAKLEKTUUR**

**Philosophy and Psychology**

- *Butler-Bowdon, Tom.* 50 spiritual classics. - Brealey, 2005.

**Science**


**Applied Science**


**Religion**


**Social Science**


**Arts and Recreation**

- *Penn, Rob.* The sky is falling on our heads. - Sceptre, 2004.

**Biography**


**History**

940.548 DEL

956.04 KEA

956.704 OMA

962.404 SCR

AFRIKAANSE VERHALENDE LEKTUUR


966.404 BER

ENGLISH FICTION


Cross, Helen. The secrets she keeps.- Bloomsbury, 2005.

De la Cruz, Melissa. The au pairs.- Simon, 2004.


Holmes, Andrew. 64 Clarke.- Sceptre, 2005.


Lewis, Pam. Speak softly, she can hear.- Review, 2005.


Mahfouz, Naguib. Voices from the other world.- Anchor Bks., 2004.


JUVENILE NON-FICTION

JEUGVAKLEKTUUR

J 362.29 LEV

JQ 530 RIL

J 551.48 BAI

J 616.003 BAR

J 618.928 POW

J 629.132 ROW

J 745.61 LAN

J 798.23 BAR

J 827.008 UNF
Martin, David. We’ve all got bellybuttons!- Walker Bks., 2005.
Mayfield, Sue. I can, you can, Toucan!- Egmont, 2005.
Ross, Tony. I want a friend.- Andersen, 2005.
We went to visit a farm one day.- Walker, 2004.

JUVENILE FICTION


VIDEOS VIDEO’S

NON-FICTION

Nie-fiksie

U 231.73 LOU Lourdes: pilgrimage and healing.
U 269 INN Innocent’s way.
U 291.14 INS In search of the goddess.
U 305.242 MIX Mix.
A 306.766 GON Goniwe’s calling.
U 307.762 BIG A big day.
A 320.968 IKH Ikhaya = Home.
A 323.168 SPE Spear of the Nation: the story of the African National Congress.
A 323.168 RHO Rhodesia count down.
U 331.798 TAN Tania raised us.
A 344.6801 GAA Gaan Sharon gaan: gelyke regte vir vroue plaaswerkery.
U 362.29 ITS It’s your move.
U 371.97 SIN Sink or swim: navigating language in the classroom.
U 516 INT Introduction to geometry.
U 541.37 ELE Electrochemistry revision.
U 574.12 ANA Anatomy and physiology of man.
U 574.9247 GRE The greatest shoal on earth.
U 595 WHO The whole story.
U 597.9 WHO The whole story.
U 599 WHO The whole story.
U 709.68 HAR Contemporary South African artists.
U 709.68 CLA Contemporary South African artists.
U 726.5 ENG The English church.
U 730.9689 MAR Talking with stones.
U 730.9689 MUK Nicholas Mukomberanwa.
U 745.72 MAR Marbling made easy, with Gail MacKenzie.
U 748.092 GLA Glass now.
A 759.2 HOC Hockney at the Tate.
ACCESSIONS

ACCESSIONS

A 759.4 DEG
The life and work of Edgar Degas.

U 780.92 RAC
Sergei Rachmaninoff: memories.

A 780.968 VOE
Voëlvry.

U 780.968 OUR
Our language, our music, our city?

U 780.968 PHU
Phuzekhemisi.

U 784.5509 STA
Standing in the shadows of Motown.

U 796.48 LIE
Lies, spies & Olympics.

U 822.33 SHA
Othello.

U 823.914 IHE
I heard the owl call my name.

U 916.611 SAH
Sahara.

U 916.762 ENK

A 920 BRU
Dennis Brutus: I am a rebel.

A 920 MAN
Winnie Mandela: under apartheid.

U 920 PLA
Solomon Plaatje: a man for our time.

FICTION
VERHALENDE VIDEOS

A BIR
The birthday party.

U BLA
Blackfly.

U BOY
The boy and the snow goose.

A COL
Cold mountain.

U COM
Come see the bioscope.

A CON
Confessions of a dangerous mind.

U DAV
David.

U ELO
e’Lollipop.

A EXI
eXistenZ.

U ITA
It all starts today…

A JOA
Joan the woman.

U KIK
Kiki’s delivery service.

A KUH
Kuhle Wampe: or, To whom does the world belong?

A MAD
Mädchen in Uniform.

A MAH
Mahler.

U MAT
Matchstick men.

A O
O.

U OLD
An old wife’s tale.

A TRO
Troy.

U SHA
Shark tale.

A SID
Sidewalks of New York.

U SIM
Simone.

J SPO
SpongeBob SquarePants.

U SPY
Spy kids.

A STR
Strings.

A VAN
Vanilla sky.

U VER
Verspeelde lente.

U VIC
Victoria & Albert.

U 796.48 LIE
Lies, spies & Olympics.

U 822.33 SHA
Othello.

U 823.914 IHE
I heard the owl call my name.

U 916.611 SAH
Sahara.

U 916.762 ENK

A 920 BRU
Dennis Brutus: I am a rebel.

U 780.968 OUR
Our language, our music, our city?

U 780.968 PHU
Phuzekhemisi.

U 784.5509 STA
Standing in the shadows of Motown.

U 796.48 LIE
Lies, spies & Olympics.

U 822.33 SHA
Othello.

U 823.914 IHE
I heard the owl call my name.

U 916.611 SAH
Sahara.

U 916.762 ENK

A 920 BRU
Dennis Brutus: I am a rebel.

A 920 MAN
Winnie Mandela: under apartheid.

U 920 PLA
Solomon Plaatje: a man for our time.

FICTION
VERHALENDE VIDEOS

U BEF
Before sunset.

U BEF
Before sunrise.

U COM
The company.

U COM
The company of wolves.

A CRI
Crimes and misdemeanors.

A DAR
Dark city.

U ELO
e’Lollipop…a taste of life.

A ETE
Eternal sunshine of the spotless mind.

A FAB
The fabulous Baker Boys.

U FAW
Fawlty Towers. Series 1.

U FAW
Fawlty Towers. Series 2.

U FID
Fiddler on the roof.

U FIE
Fiela se kind.

U FUN
Funny face.

U FRI
Fried green tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café.

U FRO
From Russia with love - Special ed.

U GIG
Gigi.

U GOL
Goldfinger - Special ed.

U GRE
The great escape.

U GRO
Groundhog Day - Special ed.

U GUY
The guys.

U HAI
Hair.

U HAR
Harriet the spy.

A HEA
Heaven’s Gate.

A HOU
The hours.

A IND
The Indian Runner.

A INT
In the bedroom.
A INT
In the line of fire.

U ITH
It happened one night.

U JER
Jeremiah Johnson.

U LAG
Lagaan.

A LAS
The last of the Mohicans.

A LAS
The last temptation of Christ.

U LEM
Lemony Snicket's A series of unfortunate events.

U LIT
Little women - Collector's ed.

U LOS
Lost in translation.

U LOV
Love and death.

U MAN
The man from Laramie.

U MAN
Mansfield Park.

A MAR
Marathon man.

A MER
Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence.

A MIC
Michael Collins.

A MIS
Mississippi burning.

U MOO
Moonstruck.

U MR
Mr Smith goes to Washington.

A MUL
Mulholland Drive.

A MYS
Mystic pizza.

A MYS
Mystic River.

U NOT
Not one less.

U PAT
Patton.

U PER
The perfect storm.

U PLE
Pleasantville.

U PRE
Pretty woman.

A PRO
Promised land.

U PSY
Psycho.

U RAI
Raising Arizona.

A REB
Rebel without a cause.

U ROA
The road home.

U ROB
Robin and Marian.

U SAB
Sabrina.

A SAL
Salvador.

U SEA
Seabiscuit.

U SEV
Seven brides for seven brothers.

U SIE
Siener in die suburbs.

A SIX
The sixth sense.

U SNO
Snow White and the seven dwarfs.

U TAR
Tarzan.

U TER
The terminal.

U TIM
The time machine.

U TOK
To kill a mockingbird.

U TRA
Trading places.

A TRA
Trainspotting - Collector's ed.

U TRU
The Truman Show.

A TWE
21 Grams.

U VER
Vertigo.

U WAR
War and peace.

U WIL
The willows in winter.

U WIN
The wind in the willows.

U YES
Yesterday.

A YIZ
Yizo yizo.

CDs CD's

Afrotenor (Musical group). A new dawn.

Arabia - the essential album.

Bartoli, Cecilia. Voices from heaven.

Bavarian Oompah Band.

Bieke Keller's favorites.

The Best Arabic album in the world -- ever!

Budapest Clarinet Quintet.

Clarinet evergreens.

Chameleon, Chris. Ek herhaal jou.

Classic pub songs.

Dreamcatcher.

Dubliners. The essential collection.

The essential South African trip.

Fantasia Sangers. 'n Geestelike ervaring met halleluja liedere.

Florez, Juan Diego. Una furitive lagrima: Donizetti & Bellini arias.

Fries, Jeugdkoor. 50 beste kinderliedjes

Graham, Susan. Il tenero momento: Mozart & Gluck arias.

Horn concerti.

Jingle bells.


O'Dowd, Barry. English pub songs.

Paf, Edith. 75 chansons.

Putumayo presents Arabic groove.


Standing in the shadows of Motown.

Tygerberg Children's Choir.

Christmas time = Dis Kersfees.

Unforgettable classics - Opera duets & choruses.

Veen, Herman van. 20 jaar - Herman van Veen in vogelvlucht.

Vivaldi, Antonio. Wind concerti.

We three kings.

The winds of change.

Standing in the shadows of Motown.
The Exclusive Books Boeke Prize is a book prize which was awarded in South Africa until 2012. Although boeke is an Afrikaans word, the plural form of the word for “book”, the Boeke Prize has only been awarded to novels written in English. Launched in 1995, the award has been made mostly to first novels or works: 12 of the first 19 winners were debut works. The books are judged by a panel of book critics (40 in 2008).[1]. Since its inception, ten of the books to receive the award have had a film adaptation released. The Exclusive Books Boeke Prize is a book prize which was awarded in South Africa from 1995 to 2012. The award was loosely modelled on the United Kingdom's Man Booker Prize, and sponsored by Exclusive Books. Although boeke is an Afrikaans word, the plural form of the word for "book", the Boeke Prize has only been awarded to novels written in English. Launched in 1995, the award has been made mostly to first novels or works: 12 of the first 19 winners were debut works. The books are judged by a panel.